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LinkedIn : www.linkedin.com/in/ashwin-singh- 403116173 in this blog we will study about various optimization algorithms. We would answer several questions, such as , what was the need to study several other optimization algorithms, except the algorithms we used to solve machine learning optimization problems? What are the key
optimization algorithms used in deep learning? We would know which algorithm to choose if ? And in the end, we'd learn how to implement our code in Keras. Why do we need advanced optimizers? We used batch scale descent, batch stochastic gradient descent, and simple gradient descent algorithms to solve optimization issues. For a
loss function L(w) we may have the following options: The slope at Maxima, Minima and Saddle Point is 0. The loss function of logistic regression, linear regression, and SVM contains only one minima or maxima, but no saddle points, because the function is convex. Saddle points are present in the loss function of neural networks
because the function is complex. So we need some better optimization problem solving algos.here is a diagram of convex and complex function.Complex function of a deep neural network. If we use SGD, if we get stuck with a local minima or a saddle point, we won't get out of it because the gradient term becomes zero. The w_new is
therefore treated as the w_old. It all depends on how we w initialize. We get different minima for different initializations. When we initialize the mountain descent in 3d, we get contours. Basically, we get a number for each contour. When the number increases from the outer contour to the inner contour, we say that it is a local maxima, and
when the number decreases from the outer contour to the inner contour, we say that it is a local minima. Normal SGD and its disadvantagesSGD stochasically approaches the gradient that would be generated with GD. What is faster depends heavily on the size of the data. Because GD used would require fewer iterations than SGD, but
each iteration in SGD is faster because we use only a subset of points. Each of the updates is louder in SGD than GD. Loud update is not because of the loud data points. It's because we don't take the gradient of each data point and then update the weight. Instead, we take the average gradient over a batch size. That's why we get the
loud updates. With SGD, the gradient shoots in different directions. It's like playing ping pong where if you only have 2 sticks, your ball would take a long time to reach the top hole because you have very few points to control the trajectory of the ball. if you have multiple sticks in multiple levels, you have more power to control the ball from
different positions and your ball would not travel around the table. Batch SGD with MomentumIn SGD, we updated our weights with the gradient term of the current iteration, but when we use Momentum, we add the exponentially weighted gradient term of the previous iteration to the current gradient term to the current gradient term to In
this way, our algorithm also learns from its previous iterations. This technique also helps with denoization. The new updates that are formed with the impulse are denied. Essentially, when we use momentum, we push a ball down a hill. The ball accumulates momentum as it rolls downhill and gets faster and faster along the way (until it
reaches its final speed when there is drag, i.e. γ&lt;1). The same thing happens with our parameter updates: The pulse term increases for dimensions whose gradients point in the same direction, and reduces updates for dimensions whose gradients change direction. This gives us faster convergence and reduced vibration.0 &lt; γ≤ 1 .
Thus, as the power of the gamma increases, the value decreases, i.e. the impulse of previous iterations is given less weight. Nesterov Accelerated Gradient (NAG)In this update, we do not update the weights (w_old) with pulse and gradients at w_old in the current iteration at the same time, but we update the current weights (w_old) first
with pulse to get an intermediate position (w'), now we are updating these current intermediate weights with the gradients calculated for these intermediate weights to get the last updated weights (w_new) However, a ball that rolls down a hill and follows the slope blindly is highly unsatisfactory. We'd like a smarter ball, a ball that has an
idea of where it's going so it has to slow down before the mound goes up again. If we move towards a minimumw, we can exceed the actual minimum due to the exponentially weighted sum + gradients of the previous point. SGD with Nesterov Accelerated Gradient : We have now exceeded the minimum after moving towards the impulse;
so by finding desgradient at this point (slope is positive), so we need to move in the opposite direction so fast convergence by finding gradient at Momentum (we will reach momentum earlier than SGD + Momentum). SGD with momentum: We will move more distance than the NAG, which will make vibrations, which will cause
convergence to be slow (ultimately, we will get to the solution, but possibly take more iterations). AdaGradIn SGD and SGD + Momentum we had a learning rate equal to each weight. However, some features in the dataset are sparse (BoW) and some are dense (w2v). If our data has sparse properties, it is not good for our optimization to
hold or have a single learning rate for all our weights. So in AdaGrad we will have an adaptive learning rate, i.e. a weighting for each parameter. Adagrad will not add dynamics, it will change the learning rate adaptable based on previous gradients that we have. AdaGrad updates each parameter to perform major or minor updates,
depending on the importance. AdaGrad is designed to work in these big issues where it is impractical to manually select different learning rates for each dimension of the problem based on the volume of dimensions. It scales the learning rate parameter for each dimension dimension ensure that the training process is neither too slow nor
too volatile and inaccurate. To do this, AdaGrad Algos dynamically integrate knowledge of the geometry of the data observed in previous iterations, it then applies this knowledge to set lower learning rates for more common features and higher learning rates for relatively rare features. This makes the rare features stand out, allowing the
learner to identify rare but very forward-looking features. Adadelta and RMSPropAdadelta is an extension of Adagrad that tries to reduce their aggressive, monotonous lyrological learning rate. Instead of storing w previous squared gradients inefficiently, the sum of the gradients is recursively defined as a decaying average of all past
squared gradients.so Adadelta = exponentially weighted average of squared gradients instead of the sum of squared gradients (Adagrad) to avoid large denominators in the adaptive learning rate that leads to slower convergence. This can be understood in another way, that in Adagrad we gave the squared inclines a weight of 1 and then
sumthem them, but in Adadelta we give exponential weights. RMSProp = Only Adadelta with the default value of γ is set to 0.95. Otherwise, everything will stay the same. This value is predefined in Keras. Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation)Adam is another algorithm that uses adaptive learning rates to update the weights. It is one of the
best-known optimizers of 2018.m_t and v_t estimates of the first moment (mean) and the second moment (the uncentered variance) of the gradients or the name of the method. Since m_t and v_t are initialized as vectors of 0, Adam's authors note that they are distorted to zero, especially during the first time steps, and especially when the
decay rates are small (i.e. the temperatures of 1 and 2 are close to 1). The use of eda on g_t was discussed to be beneficial when we discussed SGD with momentum. So we can think of Adam as a highlight of the ideas in which we use both g_t and square g_t to accelerate convergence. In this way, m_t and v_t can be extended.
Optimizer in kerasIt was enough of theory and mathematics, so let's jump to the code now. We're looking at MNIST dataset . You can download the dataset from here. MNIST dataset is a simple computer vision dataset . It consists of 28 X 28 pixel images of handwritten digits. The dataset has 784 dimensions. There are 10 class labels
from 0 to 9.In this snippet, we import the libraries and define a function to draw the epoch-loss plot. Here we load the MNIST dataset as train and test data. Since our data is available in 2D format, we put them in a 1D format. Here we normalize the data to get all values between 0 and 1. We are converting the class labels to a hot-encoded
vector of dimension 10. Now we are importing the libraries that are used when creating the layers. Now we define our layer architecture. We use simple Deep Deep to create our architecture with 3 hidden layers and a Softmax layer. This is the summary of our architecture, which shows the representation of the parameters in our
architecture. First, we will use SGD as our optimizer. Here we chose SGD optimizer to train our model, and then we adjust the model to train data and then test it with test data. We trained the model with 12 epochs. The time taken along with the loss and accuracy score is written along with each epoch in the above code snippet. Now we
draw the epoch vs loss plot. We observe that there is a big difference between validation loss and train loss, and 12 epochs are not enough to achieve the optimal result with SGD optimizer. Now we use AdaGrad Optimizer. Here is the model uisng Adagrad optimizer. Adagrad will need more epochs to achieve the optimal results. Now we
use Adadelta Optimizer. Here we chose Adadelta Optimizer. Even in Adadelta, 12 epochs are not enough to achieve the best results. There is a large gap between the train loss and the validation loss. Now we use RMSProp optimizer. RMSProp doesn't even make much difference. It will take more epochs to reach the Minma. Now we
use Adam Optimizer. So we can observe that when we use Adam optimizers, we need fewer epochs to reach the minima, and there is not much gap between loss of pull and validation. From the above observations, we can conclude that Adam Optimizer is the best optimizer so far, because he achieves his minima in very fewer epochs
compared to other optimizers. SGD is the slowest optimizer. Which optimizer should be chosen when? Choosing SGD , SGD + momentum and NAG as optimizers will not help us with scant data. And these optimizers take more number of epochs, so more time to train, and if we have a large data set, we may have to wait a very long time
for only our models to be trained. SGD is a simple optimizer that works well for convex functions, but doesn't work well for the complex features of deep NN, because we can get stuck in complex functions at saddle points and local minima and SGD are unable to get us out of it. Choosing an adaptive learning rate method is therefore
better than choosing a simple SGD or modified SGD. It helps us to reach the Minima in feawer epochs as a simple SGD. If you liked this blog, please enter a clap.Referenceswww.appliedaicourse.com
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